Quotations are invited for spindle class rolling element bearings with following specifications.

**Specification for rolling element bearing:**

RHP make 7917A5TRDULP3

Clearly marked sealed quotations should be submitted on or before 23rd February 2012 to the undersigned. Prices should be quoted with agency certificate, proprietary certificate (as applicable), payment terms and delivery schedule. **Only company authorized dealers should submit the quotations.**

Please note that IIT Delhi is exempted from paying any excise duty. The prices quoted should be inclusive of all taxes and includes freight and delivery of goods should be at IIT Delhi, Hauz Khas, New Delhi. Since we would prefer vendors with faster delivery schedule, please make sure to mention appropriate delivery period for the bearings that you can supply. There will be late delivery penalty if the delivery is delayed.

The sealed quotations may be submitted to the following, on or before the deadline.

Dr A K Darpe  
Department of Mechanical Engineering,  
IIT Delhi, Hauz Khas, New Delhi-110016.